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The Blending Board  
WSD 047 

1) Board 
2) Brush (this looks like a flicker but the tines are facing the other way)  
3) Keel and attachment screw  
4) Pair of dowels  
5) Clamps   

 
This is a fairly straightforward pieces of kit and unlike hackles and combs it doesn’t have any nasty 
sharp tines.  
 

Set up  
Attach the keel is to the base of the board using the screws provided, there is a choice of 3 
positions. The board can be used on the table, attached using the clamps provided or with the keel 
rotated to be held firmly between your knees.  
 

Loading Fibre 
Use tops, locks and sparkle to create an even layer across the board. After each layer smooth down 
with the brush. Ashford suggest using the brush by starting at the bottom and working up but there 
are plenty of videos with people using in a random fashion.  
Once you have an even layer of a reasonable thickness you are ready to pull off your rolags*  
Practice will help you work out how much fibre is ‘just right’, too thin and your rolags will not hold 
together, too fat and the rolag becomes more difficult to spin.  
 

Design  
You can load freestyle with anything you fancy, or you may wish to think how the rolag, batt or 
roving will spin.  If you layer colours going across the board your rolags will all be similar with 
repeated colour changes along the length of your yarn. If you layer colours from top to bottom, 
each rolag will be different  allowing the gradual change over the whole length of yarn. Or the 
whole board can have similar mixed colours giving a more even colour way in the yarn. 
 
Rolags*  
To pull off a rolag, fluff up the bottom end of the fibre, place a dowel either side of the fibre, hold 
the dowels together and roll, lifting and pulling as you roll.  
Make a couple of wraps of dowels then pull without winding to break off the rolag.  
Repeat with next section. Depending on the size of your rolags and thickness of the Batt you will get 
2-5 rolags.  



 
Roving  
It is also possible to pull a roving from a blending board using a diz. Start carefully at the bottom left 
corner, work across the board – 1st row can be difficult but it gets easier. Then work back and forth 
across the board you create  a lovely rowing. If you are really enthusiastic, you can leave the diz on  
the end of the fibre, reload the board and reattach the fibre to the new board to get a really long 
roving.  
 
Batt 
You can also lift off the whole batt from the board, gently loosen the bottom end and lift off, 
encouraging ‘sticky’ fibres from the board with your blending brush. 
 
 
Further information  
There are plenty of your tube videos, though not all are good 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_FenT3pshrU – Ashford demo  
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bWkX53MQ_bQ using a diz from a blending board  
 
 

Guild equipment  
 
Guild equipment should be returned clean and complete.  
 
Please check all items are included in the box on return.  
 
 
 
 

Enjoy using the blending board and share you creations  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
*Rolags  
these are actually fauxlags (false rolags) if you want to be accurate, a true rolag is made on hand 
carders and tends to be lighter and airier than fauxlags and are used for true woollen spinning.  
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_FenT3pshrU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bWkX53MQ_bQ

